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Abstract: Biometrics is a dynamic industry resulting in sustained evolution of numerous new technologies. The biometric system is needed in many key areas such as banking, airport, criminal cases, security purpose etc. Gait is an important biometric technology to recognize a human by the manner, they walk. Biometric identification based on body movements as gait recognition has gained new motivation over the past few years due to the launch of low cost depth cameras. Here, we propose a model to identify the human without coordination using gait images. In this paper we propose the biometric system to distinguish human from others through gait images based on principal component analysis algorithm and K nearest neighbor classifier. Principal component analysis is used to extract gait features. K nearest neighbor classifier is used to compute human id. Experimental analyses on CASIA A dataset show a significant performance gain in terms of accuracy. We create our own dataset for experiment using camera that provide a good view of entire human body. Furthermore, proposed approach has been experimented on our own dataset.
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1. Introduction

Human biometric identification systems are used in many fields such as banking, airport, criminal cases, security purpose etc. Biometric is divided into two parts namely physiological and behavioral characteristics. Biometric can be used to recognize and authenticate individual person based on physiological and behavioral characteristics. As shown in figure 1. Physiological characteristics area associated to the structure of the body. These have few examples like fingerprint, Iris scan, footprint etc. Behavioral characteristics are associated to behavior patterns of a person. These have few examples like gait, speech patterns, signature etc. In this paper, we used behavioral characteristics as gait for human biometric identification. Gait recognition is add-on technique for recognize person at a distance by the way they walk.

Gait recognition has several advantages over other biometric methods. It does not require subject as person in contact.

Gait recognition methods are divided into two types namely model based method and model free or appearance based method. Model based method is aim to model human body structure for recognition. Computation cost of model based methods is relatively high. They generally have lower performance. While model free or appearance based method can perform classification regardless of underlying body structure. It has higher performance. Mainly make use of silhouette information of human body. Here, we used model free method for gait recognition. We have proposed human gait recognition for different viewing angles (45, 90 degree) using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and K Nearest Neighbor (KNN). In this Paper section 2 covers literature survey. We will present proposed architecture in section 3.After that section 4 explain experimental results and section 5 explain existing research lab of gait recognition and gait product available today in market. Conclusion and future scope of this paper is given in section 6.

Figure 1: Types of Biometric System

2. Literature Survey

A variety of techniques have been used by researchers to recognize the gait. To introduces a few techniques of gait recognition. In the recent literature of gait recognition can be grouped into two categories, i.e. model- based and appearance based method.

Kshitiz Varma,Sanjeev Sharma(2015) used the front view silhouette data for gait recognition using PCA algorithms. Worapan Kusakunniran, Qiang Wu, Jian Zhang(2013) proposes a new framework to construct a new view-invariant feature for cross-view gait recognition. Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA) is proposed and applied on a sequence of the normalized gait silhouettes. It is used to extract a new view-invariant gait feature.

Jwu-Sheng Hu, Kuan-Chun Sun, and Chi-Yuan Cheng(2013) proposed a human kinematic walking model for normal gait speed estimation using tri-axial acceleration signals at waist location.
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Hu Ng, Hau-Lee Tong, Wooi-Haw Tan, Timothy Tzen-Vun Yap, Pei-Fen Chong, Junaidi Abdullah (2011) construct the human identification system based on automatically extracted gait features. Author used Gaussian filter, covariate factors for experiment. The proposed approach has been applied on SOTON covariate database.

Hu Ng, Hau-Lee Tong and Wooi-Haw Tan (2011) construct a novel model free approach for extracting gait features from human silhouette image. Here, he used three different classification techniques namely fuzzy k nearest neighbor, linear discriminate analysis and linear support vector machine. Apply these techniques on SOTON database, which analysis 11 subjects walking patterns.

Ju Han and Bir Bhanu (2006) proposed the concept of GEI, and constructed the real and synthetic gait templates to improve the accuracy of gait recognition.

Liang Wang, Huazhong Ning and Tieniu Tin (2004) proposed efficient algorithm which is based on fusion of static and dynamic body biometrics for gait recognition. Procrustes shape analysis method is used for experiment. It is model based approach.

Liang Wang, Tieniu Tan, Huazhong Ning, and Weiming Hu (2003) proposed human identification using silhouette image based on gait recognition. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to silhouette images to reduce the dimensionality of the input feature space.

Anita Thengade and Rucha Dondal (2012) proposed the new system that recognize human gait model using genetic fuzzy finite state machine.

Nivedita Gunale and Anita Thengade (2014) proposed the new system that identifies human using integration of gait and footprint.

### 3. Proposed Work

Our study aim to establish automatic human identification method based on gait recognition. The work is explained in three parts as follows:

- **3.1 System Design**
- **3.2 Feature Extraction using PCA**
- **3.3 Methods and Materials**

#### 3.1 System Design

The overview of proposed method is shown in figure 2. This proposed architecture consists of five different modules which are as follows:

1) User input
2) Feature extraction
3) Trained dataset
4) Classifier
5) Decision module.

All these modules are described as below. Human gait recognition is carried out by converge the outline of human walking pattern individual in a feature. We have proposed model free gait recognition approaches.

![Figure 2: Overview of Proposed System](image-url)
dataset for experiment using canon S25 camera. It has 13 megapixel camera feature and 32 optical zoom moss sensor. We captured 45 and 90 view degree images from this camera. We used gimp2 software for creating silhouette images.

4) Classifier Module
Classifier module contains K nearest neighbor classifier. It is used to match the similarities between given samples

5) Decision module
Decision module takes the decision, given image are valid or not. If valid, show the human id.

3.2 Feature Extraction using PCA
Principal component analysis is a linear technique and used for feature extraction and for recognition. PCA does a linear mapping of high dimensional space to low dimensional space in such a way that first it centralizes the data by subtracting the mean. It is a way of identifying patterns in data, and expressing the data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences. Since patterns in data can be hard to find in data of high dimension, where the luxury of graphical representation is not available, PCA is a powerful tool for analyzing data. The other main advantage of PCA is that once you have found these patterns in the data, and you compress the data, i.e., by reducing the number of dimensions, without much loss of information. This technique used in image compression.

3.3 Methods and Materials
Gait Recognition
Gait is a new biometric field to determine person. Gait is nothing but a particular way or manner of moving on foot. Gait recognition dataset mostly provide gait energy images. Which are the average silhouettes along the temporal dimension. For example, some GEI of one subject in CASIA A gait dataset are shown in figure 3.

For our experiment, we used the CASIA A dataset and our own created dataset. The gallery set contains N= 21 subjects. Training set of m images of size \( N \times N \) are represented by vectors of size \( N^2 \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, \Gamma_3, \ldots, \Gamma_M \).

\[
C = AA^T, \quad A = \{\Phi_1, \ldots, \Phi_M\} \text{ of size } N^2 \times N^2.
\]

Covariance matrix generalizes the notion of covariance to multiple dimensions.

3) K–Nearest Neighbor
The idea behind the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is to build a classification method using no assumptions about the form of the function, \( y = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_p) \) that relates the dependent (or response) variable, \( y \), to the independent (or predictor) variables \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_p \). The only assumption we make is that it is a smooth function. This is a non-parametric method because it does not involve estimation of parameters in an assumed function form such as the linear form that we encountered in linear regression.

KNN is calculating k neighbors around the unknown sample, and classifies the unknown sample to the category that majority neighbors belongs to. Considering the problem of classifying \( N \) entities into \( M \) classes, which can be formulated as

\[
n = \{W_1 \ W_2 \ W_3 \ W_4 \ W_5 \}, \quad \text{where } W_i \text{ denotes the } i\text{th class.}
\]

The available information is assumed to consist in a training dataset \( T = \{(X_1, C_1), \ldots, (X_N, C_N)\} \) of \( N \) patterns \( X_i \) (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N) and their corresponding class labels \( C_i \) (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N) taking values in \( n \). K-nearest neighbor (KNN) rule [8] is well known in the pattern recognition literature. According to this rule, an unclassified pattern \( X \) is assigned to the class represented by a majority of its \( K \) nearest neighbors in \( T \). This rule is usually called "voting KNN rule." KNN is popular in pattern recognition community due mainly to its good performance and its simple-to-use feature. Since the inception of KNN some

Simple KNN Algorithm:
1) Determine parameter \( k=\text{no of nearest neighbor}. \)
2) Calculate the distance between query instance and all training sample.
3) Sort the distance and determine nearest neighbor based on \( k\) th minimum distance.
4) Gather the category \( Y \) of nearest neighbor.
5) Use simple majority of category of nearest neighbor as the predication value of query instance.

4. Experiments and Discussion

4.1 Experiment Data

CASIA A dataset is used for this experiment. It consists of human normal walking images. It consists of 20 people. Each person has 12 image sequences, 4 sequences for each of the three directions, i.e. parallel, 45 degrees and 90 degrees to the image plane. Here we used 20 people’s data for experiment. We considered each person has 4 image sequences .2 sequence for each of two directions i.e. 45, 90 degree.

Here we also create our own dataset for experiment using canon s25 13 megapixel cameras. We used GIMP software for silhouette images. There are 6 steps to create silhouette images as follow:

1) Open your image with Gimp. 2) Select your foreground object. (Click on the "Scissors Select Tool" located in the main toolbar.) 3) Remove the background (Go to "Select" menu and click "Invert". This will change your selection from the foreground to the background so you can delete the background.). 4) Optionally Fill the image in black (Choose the Bucket fill tool from the menu. Make sure that “fg color fill” is selected) .5) Touch ups and saving (Go to File->Export As->Select file type and save your image, png files will preserve transparency). 6) You are done!

4.2 Experiment Result and Analysis

After computing the similarity differences between the test sample and the training data, the KNN is then applied for classification. Figure 4 show the cumulative match scores for 20 human, where Figure. 4a show recognition result using PCA plus KNN and figure 4b show recognition result using PCA.

From figure. 4, we can draw the following conclusions:

- The identification performance using PCA plus KNN is, better than that using PCA. PCA plus KNN can better capture spatiotemporal characteristics of gait motion than PCA, and it is expected to obtain better recognition accuracy.
- Recognition accuracy of PCA plus KNN is always above 95% under any view angle condition. But Recognition accuracy of PCA is 90%.

4.3 Table 1 shows the correct cumulative match score of different methods measured on CASIA A dataset and our own created dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Cumulative match score (CMS) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA plus KNN</td>
<td>Above 98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Research Lab & GAIT Products

5.1 Research Lab

As the survey done by us, there are the four below mentioned research lab working in gait recognition.

1. The Center for Biometrics and Security Research (CBSR) is established by the Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA). CBSR focus to research and develop biometric standards and databases and protocols. Their current biometric researches are face recognition, iris recognition, gait recognition, handwriting recognition etc.
They provided different CASIA database for recognition purpose. For gait recognition they provided CASIA gait database. In the CASIA Gait Database there are three datasets:

**Dataset A, Dataset B** (multi view dataset) and **Dataset C** (infrared dataset). CASIA Dataset D provides gait and footprint data together.

2. **Yogi Laboratory** is established by Department of Intelligent Media ISIR (Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research), Osaka University, and Japan. This laboratory’s main study focus is computer vision and media processing. Major research project are developed in biometrics fields including gait identification, video analysis for endoscopic diagnosis assistance etc. They provided OU-ISIR Gait Database.

3. **ISIS** (Information Signals Images Systems) research in image processing and computer vision. Main application domain is biometrics, in remote sensing and in medical image analysis. Their current work is to recognize people by their gait and by their ear.

4. **Georgia Tech Research Institute** : Here Researcher is developing ways to identify humans at a distance. One primary focus of their work is on gait recognition. They proposed a technique that recovers static body and stride parameters of subjects as they walk. This approach is an example of an activity-specific biometric: a method of analyzing the ability of time-normalized joint angle trajectories in the walking plane as a means of gait recognition.

5.2 Existing Gait Products

Following are few examples of existing gait products.

**Gait Scan**: Gait Scan is a computerized pressure place that it attached to a computer. This technology assists us in analyzing your gait and detecting unusual foot function which may be affecting the rest of your body. This product is developed by Dr. Ken Fujinaka(Japan).

**Gaitometer**: The Gaitometer is a patented iPhone or iPod Touchapplication that is used to measure asymmetry in your gait and provide you with feedback about your gait. That way, you may be able to improve your walking ability.

**RunwayScan**: RunwayScan is a component of our NeurodogenScan Suite. RunwayScan system meets the needs for gait analysis of animals. Gait analysis allows highly sensitive, noninvasive detection and evaluation of many patho physiological conditions, such as those occurring in Spinal Cord injury, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, ALS, arthritis, pain, neuromuscular and skeletal muscle diseases.

**Tekscan**: Tekscan offers two distinctive solutions for performing meaningful gait analyses: Platform-based walkway and in-shoe-based systems. Both systems provide objective, quantifiable data from heel contact to toe off during the full unique insights from these systems help you identify asymmetries and abnormalities which otherwise might go undetected.

It is a gait analysis system that uniquely provides spatial-temporal data from multiple sequential footsteps during the gait cycle. Walkway Systems are available in multiple sensor resolutions and multiple standard lengths that are sure to meet your needs.

**LiteGait**: LiteGait products meet the clinical gait therapy needs of patients of all ages in the clinic and in the home. The unique design of LiteGait provides benefits to the Patient, the facility and to the therapist. LiteGait has three type namely Adult LiteGait, Pediatric LiteGait and Pariit.

6. **Conclusion and Future Work**

In this paper we have proposed human identification system with hybridization of PCA and KNN techniques giving better result as compared to existing techniques. This system will be applicable to many surveillance areas i.e. in banking, in medical field, military etc. In future we are trying to add one more biometric field for human identification. We will work this experiment on dynamic data as a future work.
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